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Abstract
This paper outlines the first attempt to develop indicators of corruption and state capture, state
capacity, and public sector efficiency solely based on objective data. This represents a complete
departure from most research in the field relying on perception and attitudinal data. Our data come
from the public procurement announcements appearing in the Official Bulletin which corresponds to
about 5-7% of GDP since 2004. In addition, public procurement data is linked to company financial
statistics and treasury data on public sector organisations’ budgets.
Data on over a thousand public organisations (issuers) and more than five thousand companies
(winners) covering 2010-2011 are used to test the validity and reliability of the composite indicators
developed. Our indicators are tested against external data and against robust theories; furthermore
internal consistency is demonstrated.
The overwhelming finding is that such data collection and indicator construction is fruitful and it can
potentially lead to empirical evidence amenable for tracking developments over time on the microinstitutional level. Based on congruencies between theory and regression findings, it is suggested
that corruption and weak administrative capacity both bear considerable efficiency costs in terms of
higher purchase price and higher administrative costs. EU funds use may contribute to lower
efficiency and higher corruption.
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1. Background and goals1
There has been a great interest in state capacity, quality of institutions, governance as well as in
their illnesses such as corruption and state capture. However, this extensive scientific and policy
interest has been crippled by the lack of reliable data which would reveal trends over time or
variation across jurisdictions. There is a great deal of perception-based indicators of various quality
both on corruption and state capacity (e.g. Kaufmann, Kraay, & Mastruzzi, 2007; Kaufmann,
Mastruzzi, & Kraay, 2010; Kurtz & Schrank, 2007a, 2007b). What is common in perception-based
indicators is that they are rather unreliable for gauging levels and tracking changes of the actual
phenomena as they suffer from perception biases and influences of the mass media. In addition,
micro-level variation such as inter-institutional differences are invisible for such measures a
troubling shortcoming as many best practices arise at the micro level. While there are some
indicators based on actual experiences either of public employees or citizens (e.g. Meyer-Sahling,
2009) these are applicable only in some fields as events are typically rare, diverse and often invisible
for ordinary citizens (e.g. acquiring a new passport or dealing with tax auditors).
In order to advance our knowledge about state capacity as well as corruption it is necessary to rely
on a range of indicators and especially to develop objective measures which are available on the
micro-level and do not suffer from the usual shortcomings of perception and experience surveys.
While there are a number of promising developments pointing at objective measures there is a long
way to go in this direction. Lessons can be drawn from other areas of research facing similar
challenges such as shadow economy research where perception and experience based population
surveys are contrasted with analyses performed on administrative data pointing at phenomena not
experienced by most of the population or concealed by respondents (e.g. using electricity
consumption to estimate hidden income).
Due to the lack of sufficient measurement, theoretical controversies are abound. Determinants of
good governance, that is high state capacity, are unclear (Acemoglu, Johnson, & Robinson, 2002;
Tilly, 1985) just as what shapes corruption and how it is related to state capacity (Rose-Ackerman,
2006). Furthermore, without objective measures of state capacity and corruption it is impossible to
determine how these impact on growth and government effectiveness (Evans & Rauch, 1999).
This paper presents the first attempt at developing objective indicators of corruption and state
capture, state capacity, and public sector efficiency using Hungarian public procurement data
combined with company financial information and public organisation budget figures. These
indicators are also used to shed some light on the relationships among the above key concepts with
particular focus on how corruption and state capacity are associated with public sector efficiency.
Our approach rests on the idea that in order to measure the ‘true’ value of these concepts it is
sufficient to rely on their indirect measures which are correlated with real events. For example, it is
not possible and not even necessary to identify each corrupt transaction for determining the level of
1
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corruption in an organisation. Instead, it is sufficient to measure those phenomena of which we
know a priori that they are closely related to these corrupt transactions. We can observe those
actions or institutional characteristics which make it more or less likely that corruption takes place.
Hence, we can develop corruption indicators which indicate the probability of corrupt events in
public institutions or private enterprises.
The paper proceeds as follows: first, the remainder of this chapter provides a brief account of the
theories directly relevant to our research objectives and amenable to testing the reliability and
validity of the data. Second, the database of the research project is described in detail, and the data
sources and the ways in which they are combined are discussed. Third, the concrete set of data is
described which forms the basis of the statistical analyses performed here. Fourth, elementary and
composite indicators are described conceptually and their descriptive statistics are provided. Fifth,
indicators are validated by testing them against external data, looking at their relationships in light
of well-tested theories, and demonstrating their internal consistency. Finally, further work planned
within this research project is spelled out.

1.1 Brief survey of the literature and hypotheses
In order to carry out a meaningful analysis the key terms have to be defined: state capacity,
corruption, state capture, and government effectiveness. State capacity and the many synonyms it
comes with such as ‘Weberianness’ (Evans & Rauch, 1999; Rauch & Evans, 2000), quality of
government (Rothstein & Teorell, 2008), administrative capacity (Meyer-Sahling, 2009; World Bank,
2006), or policy capacity (Painter, 2002; Painter & Pierre, 2005; Peters, 1996) can only be
encompassed by a fairly broad definition:
state capacity refers to the state’s – i.e. political parties, state bureaucracy and governmental
organisations - capacity to govern the society in collectively desirable directions.2
This definition does not make any specific reference to impartiality or universalism as used by many
scholars (Mungiu-Pippidi, 2006; Rothstein & Teorell, 2008). These aspects will be addressed when
discussing corruption and state capture.
State capacity defined as above is too broad to operationalize as such hence it has to be broken
down into more specific elements amenable to empirical analysis. Among the possible elements3,
one is of particular interest: administrative capacity which focuses on governments’ resources for
implementation:
Administrative capacity refers to public and semi-public organisations’ ability to
manage effectively their human, ideational, and physical resources required for
implementing collective decisions.
Both of the above definitions refer to capacities and resources, but leave aside the questions
regarding how the available capacities and resources are utilized. Hence, in order to gain a fuller
picture of state activities the rules governing state action must be explored. This leads us to the
definitions of corruption and state capture.
2
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While many different and at least partially conflicting formulations of corruption exist, the most
appropriate for our purposes rests on the closely associated notions of “open vs. closed
access”‖(North, Wallis, & Weingast, 2009), “universalism vs. particularism” (Mungiu-Pippidi, 2006),
and “quality of government as impartiality” (Rothstein & Teorell, 2008). Using this terminology
Corruption refers to the perversion or destruction of integrity in the discharge of public
duties by bribery and favour4;
where public integrity rests on the modern concept of fair and equal treatment of citizens. This
understanding of corruption encompasses both large-scale institutionalized and low-key occasional
forms of corruption. However, occasional and regular forms of corruption may imply qualitatively
different consequences for the logic of governance and social norms, hence it is important to
differentiate state capture from petty corruption:
State capture refers to societal actors’ institutionalized, but particularistic influence over
public rule formation and policy implementation either through private payments or
favours.
Using these definitions, state capture and large-scale, institutionalized corruption are very close to
each other.
While defining the effectiveness or efficiency of public action is also notoriously difficult given their
competing perceptions and understandings, it is possible to pin down an elementary definition when
it comes to policy implementation. Invoking the standard economics definition of government costeffectiveness where
cost-effectiveness of public and semi-public organisations refers to delivering predetermined government outputs at the minimum cost,
it is possible to find a suitable benchmark for further analysis at the cost of excluding a range of
public functions not related to policy implementation.
There is a wide literature on the determinants of state capacity as well as corruption and state
capture which cannot be fully reviewed here. Some selective findings are highlighted below to help
developing testable hypotheses focusing on those theoretical links which can be analysed with our
data. First, it is often invoked in the literature that the EU’s influence is geared towards building a
more capable and less corrupt administration in new member states; however, the post-accession
sustainability of such positive influence is highly questionable (Dimitrova, 2009; Epstein &
Sedelmeier, 2009; Mungiu-Pippidi, 2007). One of the key channels of EU influence over member
states after accession is EU funds which can directly impact on the improvement of public
administration as well as indirectly by presenting administrative challenges and setting high
standards of bureaucratic coordination. Hence,
HEU: The higher the level of EU funds managed and received by an organisation the higher its
administrative capacity and lower its level of corruption.

4
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On the other hand, there is a wide ranging literature and many media reports on the potential
negative impacts of EU funds and how it may contribute to state capture as well (Dimitrova, 2010;
Wedel, 2001; World Bank, 2011). Hence, the alternative hypothesis to HEU can also be expected.
Government efficiency is addressed through two simultaneous hypotheses. It is suggested by the
literature that high state capacity leads to growth (Evans & Rauch, 1999; Kaufmann et al., 2007) even
though this claim has been debated by some too (Kurtz & Schrank, 2007a). One possible mechanism
through which state capacity may impact on growth is the efficiency of policy implementation,
especially public spending. Moreover, less corruption is associated by more disciplined public
budgets (Kaufmann, 2010) and higher quality public service delivery (Tomaszewska & Shah, 2000).
By implication, the two parallel hypotheses are:
Hscef: Higher administrative capacity leads to a more cost-effective policy implementation at
the institution level.
Hcef: Lower level of corruption leas to a more cost-effective policy implementation at the
institution level.
The above four hypotheses can be summarized on a simple graph (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Summary of hypotheses
administrative capacity
control variables

EU assistance

Hscef
effectiveness

HEU
corruption/state capture
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2. The database
The key strength of our database is that it results from linking a range of different databases leading
to a wide variety of potential applications. The analyses demonstrated below only represent one
way of using the database while numerous other possibilities remain. In order to facilitate thinking
about the potential uses of this database we fully describe its components at the most elementary
level (i.e. with the original format of variables).
In sum, our database is the result of combining the following databases:
1. PP: Micro-level public procurement data (e.g. individual contracts, calls for tender, court
rulings on the decisions);
2. CR: company-level court registry data;
3. PI: institution-level Treasury data on public and semi-public institutions;
4. PO: individual-level data on political office-holders (e.g. a person’s position); a
5. EU: contract-level administrative data on EU funds.
While most of these datasets have been used for analysing corruption and state-society
relationships to some degree in Hungary, the micro-level public procurement (PP) database has not
been accessible so far5. This constitutes the key methodological novelty of this research, beyond
linking all these databases. It is crucial to point out that public procurement constitutes one of the
key aspects of government activities besides regulation, licencing, public employment, and others.
Among these, public procurement carries a substantive weight as, for example, it constitutes a large
share of government spending as well as GDP across OECD countries, including Hungary (Figure 2).
Nevertheless, we could observe only some part of total public procurement which is regulated and
published under the Public Procurement Law in Hungary, more on the implications of this limitation
below.

5

From the Hungarian Public Procurement Office’s web page only non structured information is available in
html format. See
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306_2012
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Figure 2. Public procurement of government and state-owned enterprises compared to
GDP, %, 2008

Source: (OECD, 2011, p. 149.)

The transparency and integrity of spending such a large share of public resources are important in
shaping public perceptions of corruption and state capture. Moreover, as practically every public
and semi-public organisation carries out some form of public procurement regularly (e.g. at least for
obtaining stationery and computers) looking at public procurement activities can provide a wide and
nuanced picture of the public sector. As it will be shown below, for most pubic organisations public
procurement constitutes a large share of annual organisational spending which, in addition, tends to
be discretionary as opposed to wages, for example. This raises the possibility that indicators of
corruption, state capture, and state capacity regarding public procurement may be valid indicators
of these characteristics in general. In other words, if a public organisation contracts out a substantial
portion of its budget with low integrity it is highly likely that this organisation acts with low integrity
in general. This is an argument whose validity we will get back to below.

2.1. Discussion of each database
2.1.1 PP: Micro-level public procurement data
The PP data is a complete database of all public procurement procedures conducted under national
public procurement law. Of the different steps and phases of such procedures there is a legal
obligation to publish i) calls for tender in most cases, ii) contract awards in all cases, iii) modification
of contract in most cases, iv) completion of contract in most cases, v) results of legal proceedings in
all cases (e.g. court decisions regarding contract awards), and vi) errors and corrections of previous
announcements in every instance. The organ of publication of these documents is the Public
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Procurement Bulletin appearing on a weekly basis6. For this publication the Hungarian Public
Procurement Authority maintains a homepage where online announcements appear and a database
supporting publication. Unfortunately, the Authority was unwilling to share its data with us (and it
has also been unwilling to share its data with other key public institutions such as the Hungarian
Competition Authority as our interview evidence indicates). By implication, we downloaded all the
announcements available online mainly in html sometimes in pdf format. Then these texts became
the source of our structured database which contains variables with clear meaning and well-defined
categories. As the original texts available online and most likely the underlying database of the
Hungarian Public Procurement Authority contain a range of errors, inconsistencies, and omissions
we applied several correction measures to arrive at a database sufficient quality for quantitative
analysis.
A major limitation of our database is that it only contains information on public procurement cases
under the Public Procurement Law as there is no central depository of other contracts. This law
defines minimum estimated contract value for its application depending on the type of announcing
body and kind of products or services to be procured (for example, from 1 January 2012, classical
issuers have to follow the national regulations if they procure services for more than 25 million HUF
or 86 thousand EUR). Obviously, some public organisations can be rather resourceful in
circumventing the law if they find it in their interest (e.g. slicing up contracts so that the parts are
under the threshold). This is indicated by, for example, the gap between the OECD’s estimation of
public procurement in Hungary based on aggregate budget data: 20% of the GDP (2008) (OECD,
2011) and the amount of public procurement carried out under the Public Procurement Law: 7%
(2008) (Hungarian Public Procurement Authority, 2009).
Having data only on larger and more heavily regulated public procurement results in an obviously
biased sample of all public procurement contracts. Larger contracts are obviously rarer events then
the rest of public contracting which limits the quantitative scope of our analysis. They are also more
demanding administratively not only simply due to their sheer size, but also because of stricter
regulations. Most importantly, procedures carried out under the Public Procurement Law are heavily
regulated in terms of transparency (e.g. format and organ of announcements) and fairness (e.g.
nature of award criteria or time available for tendering). While these regulations may well be flawed
in a range of ways they definitely increase the cost of corruption. Moreover, larger contracts imply
larger potential benefits from corruption. Hence, our sample of all public contracts is biased towards
more costly and more high stakes corruption which indicates that any analysis of such data can only
be indicative of grand corruption.
Our PP database only contains cleaned and structured data for 2010-2011, but data in raw format is
available for years 1995 - Q1 2012. Due to the large amount of raw data, we concentrated on two
types of announcements: call for tenders and contract award. Among all the variables available to
us, most crucial are:
•
•

Case ID
Name and ID of the issuer (tax ID or Treasury ID7);

6

See: http://www.kozbeszerzes.hu/nid/KE (in Hungarian)
The announcements only contain the name and address of the issuer so the tax and treasury IDs have to be
matched to public organisations. This procedure is cumbersome and cannot always be performed due to
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of the issuer (e.g. central government, local government);
Date of call for tenders;
Date of contract award;
Date of awarding the contract;
Type of the tendering process (e.g. open call for tenders, restricted call);
Whether electronic bidding way employed or not;
CPV codes8 of procured goods or services;
Financed by EU funds or not;
Number of bidders;
Name and tax ID of the winner9;
Name and tax ID of tenderers submitting valid offers10;
Value of the contract awarded;
Estimated value of contract;
Minimum and maximum prices offered;
Whether the procedure was unsuccessful (cancellation of procedure);
Whether the contract was modified after contract award;
Whether the contract award announcement contained a major error leading to repeated
announcement; and
Number of administrative errors in filing contract award information11.

2.1.2 CR: company-level court registry data
The CR database is a complete database of company-level court registry data12. Every legal entity in
the country is obliged to register at the court by law. The resulting data is available for the public
free of charge in a non-user friendly format and from commercial providers in a database format.
This database is available in steadily improving quality and coverage of relevant information since
the mid-1990s. In addition, companies are also requested to submit their annual balance sheets
which are also available from the court registry. The coverage of balance sheet data of the whole
population of companies is uneven as, for example many small companies have failed to submit
balance sheets. Nevertheless, since 2010 companies are fined for not submitting the required data
and from 2012 their tax number can be taken away as a consequence of repeated failures to submit
data. Obviously, these have greatly improved data coverage for 2010-2012. We could obtain data for
the years 2009 and 2010 and further data purchases are under way. Hence, we dispose of variables
such as:

incomplete or ambiguous information. Nevertheless, for 2010-2011 over 95% of issuers could be assigned a
valid tax or treasury ID.
8
For description of this nomenclature see: http://simap.europa.eu/codes-and-nomenclatures/codescpv/codes-cpv_en.htm
9
The announcements only contain the name and address of the winners so the tax IDs have to be matched to
the companies. This procedure is cumbersome and requires time hence the IDs are available only for 2010 for
almost all winners registered in Hungary.
10
Same comment applies as for winners.
11
As there was no computerised correction of information submitted by tenderers to the Hungarian Public
Procurement Agency for publication, there were a large number of errors in the announcements (more on
these see below) which allowed for constructing a number of errors variable on an announcement basis.
12
See: http://ceginformaciosszolgalat.kim.gov.hu/ (in Hungarian)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Company name and tax ID;
Significant owners (more than 1% stake): name, mother’s name, and period of ownership13;
Senior managers and board members: name, mother’s name, and period of officialdom;
Location of headquarters;
Date of creation;
Sector of business activities;
Annual net turnover;
After tax profits;
Taxes paid;
Personnel costs;
Capitalization;
Short- and long-term liabilities;
Number of employees14; and
Whether the company won EU contracts15.

2.1.3 PI: institution-level Treasury data on public and semi-public institutions
The PI database is an institution-level Treasury data on every public and semi-public institution. It
contains institution-level core information (e.g. full name, address) and annual detailed budgets.
These budgets are submitted by every public institution to the Treasury which makes them available
publicly. The exact information content of these budgets and the range of institutions obliged to
submit them are defined by law. The resulting data is available from the Treasury for the public free
of charge in a non-user friendly format (text format per individual institution) and in a database
format for charge covering IT costs of data preparation. The publicly available electronic format data
covers 2002 and 2011 (2011 will be available from the end of May) for the national level bodies. We
acquired the data for 2009 with a limited set of variables, but the official procedure is underway for
getting the full database with a much larger set of variables. Without being complete of the content
of the available data, the variables relevant for analysis are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name and Treasury ID;
Address;
Sector of activities;
Name of oversight body;
Date of creation;
Number of Employees (plan and actual);
Number of Employees per pay category (e.g. pay grade defined by law);
Personnel costs (plan and actual);
Own income (plan and actual);

13

If significant owners are companies their direct owners are listed too. This means that we have information
on owners of each company for second tier, but not beyond that. This is a serious limitation as corrupt
transactions may be covered by a chain of companies. This shortcoming can be addressed, nevertheless, if
more funding is available for data requests for commercial data providers.
14
The information regarding the number of employees is not mandatory part of balance sheets submitted to
the court registry, hence it is not always available.
15
This is an additional piece of information added by commercial business intelligence provider (OPTEN Kft.) to
the court registry data.
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•
•

Total spending (plan and actual); and
Short- and long-term liabilities (plan and actual).

2.1.4 PO: individual-level data on political office-holders
The PO database contains individual-level data on political office-holders. This data is compiled and
made available to the public by MTI Hungarian News Agency free of charge16. The source of data is
all publicly available information on political office-holders such as homepage of the parliament,
political parties’ websites. The database is updated daily and it contains information on top
officeholders of basically all major public institution in Hungary such as the national Parliament,
municipalities, police stations, political parties, judiciary, government agencies, and ministries. The
data is available and reliable from the mid-90s until today. We are in the process of obtaining data
for the owners of public procurement contract winner companies for 2010-2011 and office holders
of all issuers of 2010-2011. The variables available are:
•
•
•

Name of office holder;
Position held; and
Period of position.

2.1.5 EU: contract-level administrative data on EU funds
The EU database contains contract-level administrative data on EU funds disbursement. This is
compiled and made available by the National Development Agency17 which is the prime institution
for EU funds disbursement in Hungary. The database is complete, that is it covers all EU funds
spending in the country for the years since accession. Furthermore, there is a large amount of data
available for pre-accession spending too. We are in the process of receiving the final version of this
database. The requested variables also relevant for research are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

16
17

Exact name of EU fund (e.g. Regional Funds, dedicated to SMEs);
Name and address of the recipient;
NACE code of recipient;
Type of procedure;
Geographical location of the project;
Date of receipt of application;
Date of decision on funding )positive and negative alike);
Procedure of appraisal of application;
Value of EU funds support;
Total value of support;
Own resources committed;
Disbursed amount; and
Completion of contract.

See: http://mkk.mti.hu/ (in Hungarian)
See: http://www.nfu.hu/igenyelheto_adatok (in Hungarian)
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2.2 Linking databases
Linking 5 different databases is a challenge and there are some remaining uncertainties regarding
our success. The key to linking data to the public procurement (PP) database is to assign unique IDs
to issuers of tenders, winners of contracts, and further applicants. This work is based on the
available names and addresses of these organisations in public procurement announcements. It is
carried out by a computer algorithm aided by manual coding of unclear cases. Once every
organisation received a valid and reliable ID linking the PP database to company (CR) and public
organisation (PI) data is straightforward. We simply match IDs in the corresponding databases.
Linking EU funds contract data (EU) is done through the unique identifier of each contract funded by
the EU and the short titles of contracts. These codes and titles are included in the contract award
announcements if EU funds are involved and the National Development Agency maintains a
database on a contract level using the same nomenclature of identifiers and titles.
The key challenge in linking the databases is to uniquely match owners and managers of companies
to political office-holders. The court registry data includes the name of the person and the mother’s
name which uniquely identify each individual. However, the MTI Hungarian News Agency does not
collect data on mother’s name only the name of the person in public office. Hence, it is not
straightforward to link political office-holders and company owners and managers in the case of
popular names (for example, the Hungarian equivalent of John Smith which is Kovács László). Our
solution to this problem is to run an automated internet search including the name of the office
holder, its position and organisation and look for the mother’s maiden name. As for the recent years
there is a large amount of documents online such as diplomas, certificates, official letters, etc. which
typically contain mother’s name this route has proven to be fruitful. In the case of persons where no
mother’s name could be obtained in such a way additional information is collected from CVs and
bios. Then a case by case decision is made on equivalence. As this work is not yet complete we don’t
report analysis using political office-holder data.

2.3 Availability of these datasets in other European countries
For the purposes of the further research, it is worth discussing to what degree the compiled
database is potentially available in other European countries. If the same or at least similar
databases could be constructed in some European countries that would greatly enhance the
usefulness of data collection in terms of theory building and mapping of key variables.
The key methodological novelty of our approach is using public procurement data for analytical
purposes. Based on initial screening of some European countries and the EU (eTED), it can be
concluded that this kind of data is available in a great number of countries, for sure in all EU member
states. In some cases, the data is readily available, for example, it is possible to obtain micro-level
data in a database format from the Public procurement Agency of the Slovak Republic
(http://tender.sme.sk/en/pages/about) or from the Ministry of Regional development of the Czech
Republic as well (http://www.isvzus.cz/usisvz/) or from the EU’s portal on all public procurement of
members states according to EU regulations (http://ted.europa.eu/TED/main/HomePage.do). In
some other cases, it might require extensive manual coding, for example, if the public procurement
bulletin is available only on paper.
A useful, but not absolutely necessary element of our database is court registry data on companies
(CR). This is readily available in practically all European countries either through national providers or
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international business intelligence providers such as Bureau van Dijk (although coverage of smaller
firms is only partial and sometimes financial and ownership information is missing).
Data on public institutions (PI) must be collected for standard budgetary purposes in all European
countries. Here, the question is whether the data at micro-level is available to researchers or the
wider public. Unfortunately, we don’t have precise estimation of the accessibility of this kind of data
in other European countries.
Information on political office-holders is surely available in all European countries. However, it is
unknown whether it is available on a readily accessible format like in Hungary or it has to be
collected from the relevant homepages of public institutions. Even though the latter case requires
more effort and investment in data collection it is definitely a viable option.
Contract-level data on EU funds is necessarily available in all EU countries. However, it is
questionable whether the data is held by one single body or by several public institutions. In
addition, it is unclear whether such data can be accessed by researchers or the wider public.

2.4. Data collection, data quality, and database cleaning
2.4.1 Data collection
Collecting all these databases has been a challenge. While the databases CR, PI, PO, and EU could
simply be purchased or obtained free of charge from the relevant providers, we had to face
considerable obstacles in obtaining the public procurement (PP) database. While a structured
database must exist as indicated, for example by the search functions of the Hungarian Public
Procurement Bulletin’s online version; it was not possible to obtain it from the Hungarian Public
Procurement Agency in any format. Even after several attempts to file an official request most of our
emails remained unanswered and the rest effectively deflected. Hence, the only way to construct a
database amenable for research purposes was to download all the text information from the
Hungarian Public Procurement Bulletin’s online version which is accessible free of charge to
everyone18. Creating a structured database containing observations as rows and variables as
columns was made possible by the fact that each announcement follows a pre-defined template
prescribed by various government decrees. We needed to download by computer algorithms the
texts and numbers following specific texts in each announcement, for example the numbers
following “Contract value:” which can be “144000” in a contract award announcement. While this
approach proved to be efficient and highly standardized, it also revealed a number of weaknesses of
the data held by the Hungarian Public Procurement Agency (more on this below). In those rare and
hard to explain cases when an issue of the Public Procurement Bulletin was not available in html
format rather as scanned versions of the print edition, we manually coded the announcements using
the same structure as for the online announcements in order to create a seamless and standard
database.
2.4.2 Data quality
Data quality is a key concern for our analysis. For the databases CR, PI, PO, and EU, we could not
conduct extensive tests and there was no need for wide-ranging corrections as these are
18

See:
http://www.kozbeszerzes.hu//nid/KE01/lid/ertesito/pid/0/ertesitoProperties?objectID=friss&topPosition=1
(in Hungarian)
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administrative databases managed by well-established public organisations. For example, the data
on public organisations (PO) is submitted by individual organisations to the Treasury which issues
manuals and guidance notes to them in order to enhance data quality. It also conducts regular
checks on the figures.
However, we had to face a range of data quality issues of the PP database. Data collection and
publication by the Hungarian Public Procurement Agency suffers from four major types of illnesses:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lack of numerical IDs and their inconsistencies;
Imprecise links to EU’s Public Procurement Journal19 (duplications, inconsistencies, etc.);
Lack of coding protocol and data quality checks; and
Structural weaknesses.

These issues lead to missing, un-interpretable, and inconsistent data. Fortunately, some of these
problems could be corrected for and hence data quality could be improved (more on the applied
corrections below).
We discuss each of these data quality issues briefly (For more on this see: Fazekas & Tóth, 2012 (in
Hungarian)). Lack of numerical IDs means that information content which obviously should be
assigned a numerical ID is only described by alphabetic information. Prime example of this is the lack
of individual IDs for issuers of tenders, winners and applicants. These actors are identified in the
announcements by their names and postal addresses, but spelling mistakes and incomplete
information is frequent due to the lack of coding protocol (for more on the protocol see below).
Hence, it often happens that the same actor is recorded with slightly different names and/or
addresses. However, each Hungarian company has a unique tax code which it retains throughout it
whole existence (e.g. even if address or name changes). There are unique IDs for public
organisations issued by the Treasury too. Hence, using these IDs would allow for tracking actors of
public procurement over time as well as prevent a number of errors to arise such as misspelling of
company names20.
Inconsistency of numerical IDs refers to the fact that even in the cases where numerical IDs are
assigned, their use is inconsistent hence they cannot serve their purpose fully. This problem mainly
applies to the use of announcement IDs whereby each announcement receives an individual ID. In
principle, these IDs would make it possible to track each phase of a procedure (e.g. call for tenders,
contract award, fulfilment of contract). However, as the numerical IDs are recorded as free text by
each institution, there are typos and inconsistent use of ID nomenclature (i.e. instead of
year/number using number/year). In addition, announcements make references to their
predecessors, for example contract awards to the call for tenders; however, these references are
often inconsistent and missing which make database building cumbersome.
A closely related issue is the imprecise links to EU’s Public Procurement Journal which means that
the various links which exist between announcements in the Hungarian Public Procurement Bulletin
and the EU’s Public Procurement Journal are difficult and sometimes impossible to track. Procedures
19

See: http://ted.europa.eu/TED/main/HomePage.do (in English)
In a best case scenario, recording a company would first follow from typing up the name of the company, its
address, etc. This then leads to a list of companies from which the right company would have to be selected.
Once the company is selected all the typed-in data changes to the correct forms and tax ID is presented too.
20
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following EU regulations result in announcements appearing in both journals, but interestingly
enough the Hungarian journal publishes them twice with different information content (in general,
the Hungarian version of the announcements contain richer information, for example it also contains
information on the tenderers which didn’t not win a contract while the EU’s template does not
contain information on this). This duplication of EU and Hungarian format announcements lead to a
range of caveats primarily because these announcements make no direct reference to the IDs of the
duplicate announcement. Most importantly, it is cumbersome to avoid double-counting the same
actual event (e.g. contract award) when it is announced twice with only slightly different content.
Even more problematic is the identification of corrected announcements, that is those
announcements which appeared, but because of a major error they had to be reissued as the
announcements publishing the fact of correction only refer to either of the original announcements
or the announcement in the EU Public Procurement Bulletin.
A general issues underlying many of the above discussed problems is the apparent lack of coding
protocol and checks of data quality by the Hungarian Public Procurement Authority. These refer to
the fact that most pieces of information are simply entered by the relevant authority as free texts
without clear guidelines against which actual data is checked. This results in a number of typos in the
data and erratic data formats: for example contract values are typically entered as numbers of
various formats (e.g. 1 320 433 or 1,320,433 or 1320433 or 1.320.433) making machine reading
difficult,
but
frequently
enough
values
are
given
by
letters
(e.g.
egymillióháromszázhúszezernégyszázharminchárom). While these errors typically only make
database construction difficult, but not impossible, there are some cases where data is lost, for
example missing data on places where it would be necessary (e.g. name and address of winner when
contract award is announced).
Structural weaknesses refer to the fact that even in cases where information exists in the
announcements with the right format it may be impossible to make full use of it due to problems in
the template itself. The prime example of this is when the names and addresses of every tenderer is
reported in an announcement, but because multiple contracts were awarded within the same
procedure it is impossible to know precisely which tenderer competed for with contract (the number
of contracts tendered for by each tenderer is given, but not their precise title or code). Furthermore,
over time there has been frequent changes in the legal framework defining announcement
templates and regulating Hungarian public procurement in general which make time series research
difficult and represent a corruption risk in themselves (e.g. some variables’ content change over time
hence they cannot be used or only to a limited degree).
While these errors made the construction of the database burdensome and resulted in the loss of
some information, they also allowed for the construction of numerous “error variables”. That is,
variables which record for any given announcement the degree of compliance with essential quality
criteria. For example, where the template indicates that the estimated contract value should be
recorded and there is no information in the relevant part of the template the error variable takes the
value 1. Adding up all the errors per announcement it is possible to construct an overall quality of
announcement indicator. By focusing on a limited number of key information such as name and
address of winner, contract value it is possible to construct further, less encompassing indicators
too.
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2.4.3 Data cleaning and corrections
The above briefly enumerated data quality issues necessitated the application of a range of
corrective measures and techniques (Figure 3). After these improvements, the database is of a
higher quality at least for research purposes than the original database held by the Hungarian Public
Procurement Agency.

Figure 3. Main types of errors, applied correction procedures, and remaining issues
Type of error

Applied correction

Remaining issues

Lack of numerical IDs

assigning IDs to issuers, winners, and further
tenderers based on available information

Available information is sometimes
ambiguous or too fragmentary to
define ID

Inconsistencies
numerical IDs

of

Correcting format issues; identifying links
across announcements by other means (e.g.
title, issuer of tender)

Imprecise links to EU’s
Public
Procurement
Journal

Identification of duplicates based on key
variables as well as collecting data from the
EU Public Procurement Journal

Lack of coding protocol
and checks

Correction of typos and standardization of
data formats where the original information
clearly defines meaning

Original information is sometimes
missing or too erratic for
standardization

Structural weaknesses

Aggregation to a higher level of observation

Loss of some data and precision

In the following, we provide some examples of corrective measures taken in order to give a flavour
our approach; a complete description can be obtained from the authors and will be published
shortly in a technical report.
Defining the population of announcements to analyse was made difficult by the inconsistency of
numerical IDs and the duplication of EU and Hungarian announcements. By comparing
announcements of the two formats (i.e. EU journal and Hungarian bulletin) on a range of variables
such as name and address of announcing body, name and address of winner, contract value, unique
identifier (in case it was assigned to the procedure), and cpv codes duplicates could be identified
with high precision.
For segmenting the total population of announcements it was necessary to identify unsuccessful
procedures as well as corrections and amendments. We considered those procedures unsuccessful
where the contract award announcement contained no name of winner, contract value, and
prospective date of concluding the contract or provided clear indication as to the unsuccessfulness
of the procedure21. Corrections and amendments were identified by following a complex search
algorithm as there has been no standard procedure followed by the Hungarian Public Procurement
21

As the text indicating unsuccessfulness was often mentioned in the further information section of contract
award announcements rather than the required place for providing reasons of unsuccessfulness our measure
might understate the actual degree of unsuccessfulness in the data.
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Authority.22 Hence, the total population of non-duplicate announcements could be segmented into
successful/unsuccessful and correct/incorrect announcements defining a two by two matrix where
each cell contains some observations. These distinctions are crucial as failure to complete a public
procurement procedure or committing an error leading to a corrective announcement both indicate
potential weaknesses of administrative capacity.
Assigning numerical IDs to issuers, winners, and further tenderers is the critical step for data quality
enhancement as well as linking databases. We made use of the Central Statistical Office’s register of
every company in the country. This register not only contained names and addresses of companies
but also their tax IDs. By matching companies in the register and our public procurement database
we could uniquely assign tax IDs to issuers, winners, and tenderers. In addition, we also assigned
Treasury IDs to issuers of tenders using a similar procedure, but matching this time with the register
of public organisations.
The numerous errors emanating from the lack of coding protocol were dealt with variable by
variable. Here only the case of contract values is highlighted due to its crucial importance. Contract
values were not always recorded in the right numerical format. Hence, many values had to be
recoded by machine (e.g. 1,123,234 into 123234) or manually (egymillióháromszáznegyvennégy into
1000344) depending on the nature of error. When it comes to the currency of contract value, nonexistent (e.g. Irish Pound) and implausible currencies (e.g. Indonesian Rupiah) were transferred to
likely equivalents. When a Hungarian company contracted with a Hungarian authority to carry out a
work in Hungary it is reasonable to assume that they would not use a currency for accounting
completely unrelated to the deal at hand. In addition, often the currency of minimum and maximum
offer price, estimated contract value, and actual contract value deviated in an unreasonable manner,
i.e. all having the same magnitude, but one of them having an implausible currency. Contract values
could either include or exclude VAT. In the case where neither was indicated, we set VAT similar to
VAT of minimum and maximum offer price and estimated contract value which typically accorded
with each other23.

22

The key idea of the search algorithm is that we combined information from announcements specifically
designed to announce errors in other announcements with information relating to specific keywords
mentioned in contract award announcements (e.g. correction).
23
In case they were missing or not accorded we inputted the typical value of the whole sample which is
without VAT.
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3. The data analysed here – 2010-2011
As the work presented here is very much in progress, we can use only some parts of the above
described database for analysis. The bulk of data comes from the public procurement database (PP),
but background variables are utilized for a large sample of winner companies (CR), and treasury on a
large sample of public organisations (PI). Below we show the basic descriptive statistics of our microlevel data.
The public procurement database (PP) is available for us in sufficient quality for 2010-2011. Data was
available on two levels: (1) level of contracts24 and (2) level of public procurement announcements.
We show descriptive statistics for both levels (Table 1 and Table 2). The exact definition of the
sample of contracts as well as announcements is somewhat complicated by the fact that some
announcements have been corrected by another announcement and that some contracts as well as
announcements are invalid (e.g. there was no tenderer or the minimal offer price was higher than
the money available for the issuer).

Table 1. Main statistics of the analysed data – contracts
2010

2011

Total

Total number of contracts observed [valid, not valid,
correcting, corrected]

28,630

17,443

46,073

Combined number of valid and not valid contracts

23,532

16,879

40,411

Number of valid contracts

19,954

15,162

35,116

16,819

12,806

29,625

14,767

11,331

26,098

2010

2011

Total

15,480

11,152

26,632

11,613

9,684

21,297

9,596

8,053

17,649

6,274

5,653

11,927

Number of valid contracts with identified winner
firms ID
Number of valid contracts with winner firms ID and
estimated value of the contract awarded
Source: PP

Table 2. Main statistics of the analysed data – announcements
Total number of announcements
Number of valid announcements (issuers from
public & business sectors)
Number of valid announcements with winner firms
ID and value of the contract awarded
Number of valid announcements with winner firms
ID and value of the contract awarded and issuers
from public sector (with treasury codes)
Source: PP

Over time, there has been a distinct cycle in the number of announcements strongly influenced by
national parliamentary elections with the almost complete stalling of public procurement in the first
few months of the new FIDESZ government (Figure 4).

24

Sometimes this is called sub-procedure or part of procedure.
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Figure 4. Number of valid contracts by date (2010-2011, N = 35,116)

Parlamentary elections

Source: PP

As the public procurement data was also used in an aggregated format, that is per public institution
or winner company, it is informative to show the essential statistics of these two samples too. For
2010-2011, we identified 1295 public issuers which awarded at least 3 contracts during these two
years (issuers with fewer contracts are considered as observation units with too unreliable data
hence are excluded from any further analysis). These public institutions together awarded contracts
worth about 4.2 billion EUR (94% of total value of awarded contracts) (Table 3).
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of total value of contracts awarded by public institutions
with identified treasury ID, 2010-2011, (1000 EURO, 1 EURO=300 HUF)
Valid N
1,405
Mean
2,989
Std. Error of Mean
287
Median
568
Mode
7
Std. Deviation
10,741
Variance
34,608,807,556,877
Skewness
10.96
Std. Error of Skewness
0.07
Kurtosis
152.85
Std. Error of Kurtosis
0.13
Range
196,599
Minimum
7
Maximum
196,607
Sum
4,199,663
Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

A much larger sample of winner tenderers of 2010 was identified using their tax IDs. There are 4500
companies in our database winning contracts worth 2.8 billion EUR (Table 4).

Table 4. Winner companies with valid tax ID: value of awarded contracts in public
procurement in 2010 (1000 EURO, 1 EUR0 = 300 HUF)
Valid N
Mean
Std. Error of Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std. Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurtosis
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Source: PP

4500
636.97
38.6
104.65
50.00
2589.45
6705272.43
12.871
.037
230.643
.073
61152.68
3.45
61156.13
2866370

These companies, nevertheless, account for a much larger total net sales, 45.8 billion EUR. Hence, it
can be claimed that in our sample public procurement represents a relatively small proportion of
total net sales on average. This is a point we will return to later on.
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Table 5. Net sales of analysed firms in 2010 (1000 EURO, 1 EURO=300 HUF)
Valid N
Mean
Std. Error of Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std. Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurtosis
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum

4076
11251.18
2102.39
872.09
a
82.06
134224.34
1.802E10
40.10
.038
2010.66
.077
7158275.20
3.62
7158278.82
45859815.57

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown
Source: PP and CR
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4. Tentative elementary and composite indicators
This section reviews those indicators which could be developed using the first version of the above
described database containing limited amount of data in terms of time period covered and units
observed. The elementary and composite indicators developed here form the basis of more complex
analyses. While the theoretical and conceptual logic of these indicators are discussed here, empirical
tests are performed in section 5.

4.1 Indicators for public institutions
Five groups of indicators are discussed in this section: (1) background variables; (2) an indicator of
EU funds use; (3) indicators of administrative capacity; (4) indicators of corruption and state capture;
and (5) indicators of public sector efficiency.
4.1.1 Background variables
Background variables are limited to variables derived from public procurement announcements
themselves. As there is only one year of treasury data available: 2009 (more recent data has been
requested) and our public procurement data is for the years 2010-2011 we could not make use of
this aspect of the database. The prime reason is that 2010 witnessed the new government
restructuring practically every segment of the public sector implying that there is a structural break
in our time series.
The type of public organisation issuing the call for tenders (Table 6) is expected to have a significant
impact on public procurement activity both corruption and effectiveness due to different rights and
obligations as well as the relationship to the public (Szente, 2011).

Table 6. Distribution of issuers according to organisation type: 2010-2011
Frequency
Valid

National

209

3.5

Utilities

10

.2

2159

35.7

State controlled

33

.5

Supported

10

.2

Other

80

1.3

Total

2501

41.4

31

58.6

2532

100.0

Regional, local

Missing
Total
Source: PP

Percent

4.1.2 EU funds use
EU funds spending may also prove to be a valuable variable as EU funds provide a major impetus for
administrative change in Hungarian public organisations (Grabbe, 2006; Meyer-Sahling, 2009).
Nevertheless, it is unclear in what direction this variable would shape corruption and administrative
capacity. Its distribution can be found in Figure 5. It is worth mentioning that our variable does not
take into account of the contribution of EU funds only whether any given contract made use of EU
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funds or not. At a later stage of research we will be able to explore this aspect too by linking microdata on EU funds to public procurement data.

Figure 5. Distribution of issuers according to the proportion of contract values awarded
with the use of EU funds, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

4.1.3 Administrative capacity
As direct measures of administrative capacity are not available due to lack of treasury data for 2010
and 2011, we used variables derived from the public procurement procedures themselves. As filling
in each announcement was done by the issuers themselves and no effective control on data quality
was exercised by the Hungarian Public Procurement Authority we could develop an indicator
summarizing the number of administrative errors per announcement. Only those errors were
counted which concerned mandatory parts of every valid contract award announcement and
resulted in definitive data loss such as missing contract value or missing name of wining company25.
As announcements of varying length imply varying amount of errors simply due to the complexity of
the task rather than the quality of data recording we had to correct for this bias. As announcement
length is primarily due to the number of contracts announced, we normed the number of errors per
announcement by the number of contracts announced. Calculating the 2010-2011 average of such
errors per issuer gave us a rough indicator of quality of data recording for each public organisation in
the sample (Figure 6).

25

In cases when data was given but in inappropriate format, e.g. contract value recorded by alphabetical
characters instead of Arabic numerals, we corrected the format to machine readable format, but did not
record it as error as data could be recovered. Hence, our approach is a conservative estimate of errors.
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Figure 6. Distribution of issuers according to average number of errors in contract award
announcements, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

The second dimension of administrative capacity considered here refers to the application of
modern procurement techniques, namely electronic auctioning (in Hungarian: eárlejtés). This is a
very rare tool in Hungary as merely 1.5% of all contracts were awarded through such a procedure
throughout 2010-2011. For comparison, throughout 1.1.2009-7.8.2011 in Slovakia the
corresponding figure is 4.6% (Šípoš, Klátik, & Tunega, 2011). On Slovakian data, it has been
demonstrated to produce desirable effects in terms of transparency and lower prices (Šípoš et al.,
2011). Hence, it seems to be ideal as a proxy for the readiness of public organisations to modernise
and employ state-of-the art techniques. By calculating the proportion of procedures using electronic
auctioning over all valid procedures per public institution the second proxy of administrative
capacity could be developed (Figure 7). This is a much more skewed variable, thus it is more
amenable to discriminating high performers from the majority of public organisations.
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Figure 7. Distribution of issuers according to the proportion of procedures using electronic
auctioning, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

In order to combine these two aspects of administrative capacity26, (1) precise and flawless
administration and (2) readiness to embrace modern technologies, we transformed each elementary
variable to a 0-1 scale where 0 means low administrative capacity and 1 means high administrative
capacity. Then we applied the following simple formula:
Admin capacity = average number of errors + proportion of procedures with electronic auction
we arrived at an administrative capacity composite indicator (Figure 8). While the overall
distribution of this indicator is close to normal the long tail to the right is due to the effect of the
electronic auctioning variable. This reflects the fact that those organisations which employ electronic
auctioning tend to make very few mistakes in their announcements.

26

A further aspect may be taken into account as the database quality improves: what proportion of
announcements had to be officially corrected and reissued due to administrative error. The identification of
corrected announcements has to be done by a combination of machine and manual encoding as there is no
standardised way to identify such announcements.
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Figure 8. Distribution of issuers by administrative capacity composite indicator, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

4.1.4 Corruption and state capture
The availability of micro-level data on calls for tenders as well as contract award announcements
provide the unique opportunity of constructing a corruption/state capacity proxy indicator
exclusively based on objective measures and developed from existing case study evidence on
corruption techniques in public procurement in Hungary (we believe some of the techniques are
applicable to other countries too). Our approach cannot discriminate between corruption and state
capture, rather it allows for detecting high levels of institutionalised corruption as well as state
capture where it is unclear who initiated the corrupt exchange. For simplicity of language we only
use the term corruption below.
Six variables were used to construct the composite corruption risk indicator:
•
•
•
•
•
•

time elapsed between publishing the call for tenders and the deadline for applications;
use of open call for tenders as opposed to restricted calls and negotiation;
publication of the call for tenders in the official Public Procurement Bulletin;
contracts awarded when there was only one tenderer;
excluding tenderers based on administrative reasons; and
concentration of the issuer’s procurement market.

While it will be showed below that these six variables can be combined into one composite
corruption indicator, it is also pointed out that the first three elementary indicator particularly
relates to transparency of the process while the latter three capture the degree to which
competition is limited at the point of contract award.
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As most public procurement laws around Europe, the Hungarian public procurement law strictly
defines the minimum number of days necessary to pass between the publication of call for tenders
and the submission deadline. In a normal case, this minimum time period is 45 days, while it can be
shortened to 29 days under special circumstances and to 22 days when the application material is
available online and there is a special urgency (2003. évi CXXIX. törvény a közbeszerzésekről, 2011,
74§).27 The surprising characteristic of Hungarian public procurement is that throughout 2010-2011
94% of procedures applied a shorter time period than the standard minimum of 45 days, 51%
applied shorter deadlines than the standard minimum under special circumstances (22 days), and 9%
applied a shorter timeframe than the legally possible absolute minimum (15 days) (Figure 9)!
Nevertheless, this is only slightly ‘worse’ performance than that of the Czech public procurement in
2010 where 76% applied a deadline shorter than the standard legal minimum (52 days), 14% applied
a shorter period than the legal minimum under special circumstances (24 days) and only 2% applied
shorter timeframe than the legally possible absolute minimum (10 days) (Oživení, 2011).

Figure 9. Distribution of days passed between the publication of call for tenders and
submission deadline, 2010-2011

Source: PP, time periods shorter than 60 days

While it is possible that even the highest quality public institution has to apply exceptional rules
from time to time it is likely that organisations which regularly apply exceptional rules to shorten the
time available for applications may be driven by corrupt motives and may wish to limit transparency.
In order to capture the regularity of “exceptional” cases, we calculated the proportion of procedures
per public institution with application period shorter than 22 days, the legally binding minimum
under special circumstances (Figure 10). From the distribution below, it is apparent that there is a
large group of organisations which consistently, that is always, apply exceptional rules when
procuring. These may be considered as those organisations which are less committed to
transparency and clean public procurement.
27

In addition, there are sectoral regulations which allow for a time period of 15 days under special
circumstances.
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Figure 10. Distribution of issuers according to the proportion of procedures applying
shorter timeframe than the standard 22 days, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

The second indication of commitment to transparency and value for money is the use of open call
for tenders although it must be noted that the administrative burden of open call for tenders make
this type of procedure relatively costly for organisations. The regulation on open calls for tenders
stipulates a number of requirements in terms of transparency of the whole procedure such as the
place of publication, notification of tenderers, response to questions, etc. Once again, our interest
lies in the systematic avoidance of openness and competition in public procurement. Calculating the
proportion of procedures conducted under the rules of open call for tenders as opposed to
restricted calls and negotiation we arrive at the second proxy for corruption (Figure 11). We can
observe a small but substantial group of issuers who always or almost always use non-open forms of
tendering.
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Figure 11. Distribution of issuers according to the proportion of procedures under open
call for tenders, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

The third indication of corruption risks and organisational commitment to transparency is the
frequency of using the Official Bulletin for publishing the call for tenders. In specific cases, issuers are
obliged to use the Official Bulletin, but in most of the cases they can decide whether they prefer to
advertise on their own homepage instead. As there are over 15 000 potential issuers most of which
has a homepage it is clearly a challenge for tenderers to monitor all of them, especially when calls
for tenders are available only for a short period of time (2-3 weeks). Hence, advertisement at the
issuer’s own homepage may signal the lack of commitment to transparency, especially when it is
pervasive in the organisation’s public procurement activities. In order to capture this aspect of
transparency, we calculated the relative frequency of publishing the call for tenders at the official
Public Procurement Bulletin within all calls for tenders (Figure 12). There is clearly a group of
organisations which never or almost never use the Official Bulletin for publishing calls for tenders.
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Figure 12. Distribution of issuers according to the proportion of call for tenders appearing
in the Official Public procurement Bulletin, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

The next indicators of corruption relate to the immediate outcomes of the tendering process. These
are in contrast with the above which more related to the process of procuring. The first one of these
outcome oriented indicators is the number of tenderers. It is considered to be a corruption risk that
there is only one tenderer as it indicates the complete absence of competition. Here we only
considered the number of tenders received not the number of valid tenders. The distinction
between received and valid tenders is made below as unwanted competition can be eliminated not
only by decreasing the number of tenders received, but also by disqualifying the tenders of the
unwanted tenderers by, for example, finding administrative errors. Thus, the number of tenders
received is a conservative estimate of corruption risks due to the absence of competition. In order to
map out the systematic corruption risks per public organisation we calculated the proportion of
contracts awarded when there was only one tenderer over all tenders (Figure 13). We can identify
once again a considerable group of institutions which only procured goods with only one tenderer.
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Figure 13. Distribution of issuers according to the proportion of contracts awarded where
there was only one tenderer, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

The next outcome oriented corruption indicator is closely related to the above: the number of valid
tenders compared to the number of tenders received. From media reports, it can be conceptualized
that when issuers want to award a contract to their preferred bidder they may use the strategy to
disqualify all the other or almost all the other bidders. This represents an alternative or
supplementary corruption technique to the above one: an issuer can limit competition by limiting
the number of tenders received, but even if there are many tenders submitted the unwanted
tenderers can be disqualified on minor, administrative points. Once again, disqualifying tenderers
may be well justified, whereas regularly disqualifying all the tenderers but one is potentially
signalling corrupt motives. Hence, we calculated the proportion of valid tenders over received
tenders per each issuer for 2010-2011 (Figure 14). There are very few organisations which on
average disqualify more than half of the tenders. This potentially reflects the rare application of such
a corruption technique.
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Figure 14. Distribution of issuers according to the average proportion of valid to received
tenders, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

The final outcome oriented proxy of corruption is the concentration of the public procurement
market of each issuer. It is suggested that those issuers whose public procurement market is highly
concentrated, i.e. almost always the same company wins, can be considered as high corruption risk
organisations. As ownership data is available for only half of the winner companies of 2010-2011 we
could not further explore the issue of concentration such as looking at group of issuers defined by
cross-ownership (this will be done at a later stage of the project). For measuring market
concentration we calculated the widely used Hirschman-Herfindahl-Index (HHI) which is the squared
sum of market proportions of every market player28 (Figure 15). The average HHI of 0.234 in our
sample can be considered as very high as, for example, in the mining sector which is the most
concentrated economic sector in Hungary, HHI was only 0.154 in 2008. What is interesting is that
there are issuers who give out contracts to the same company in 2010-2011 (HHI=1).

28

As some winners could not be uniquely identified for example because of misspelling company name,
missing address or consortia application the above market concentration figures are ‘slightly’ distorted (we
excluded these companies and their contract values from the analysis). While the exact degree of distortion is
unclear, it is indicative that about 15% of winners had to be excluded from the analysis. Further work will drive
this percentage down by for example identifying the companies making up consortia winners.
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Figure 15. Distribution of issuers according to market concentration (HHI), 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

We cannot claim that any of these indicators is a reliable proxy for corruption or state capture in
itself. For example, an issuer may very well use only restricted call for tenders and produce a fair
amount of competition among tenderers and award contracts to varying companies. However,
combining individual proxies results in an indicator which signals the clustering of high risk activities
such as always one tenderer and always the same winner for two years. In order to combine all the
available proxies we rescaled each variable to fall into a 0-1 range where 0 represents minimal
corruption risk and 1 represents high corruption risk. In order to arrive at an encompassing
corruption risk indicator we summed the six indicators according to the following formula:
Corruption_broad =
proportion of procedures with below standard threshold application period +
proportion of using open call for tenders +
proportion of call for tenders published in the Official Bulletin +
proportion of contracts awarded when there was only one tenderer +
proportion tenders exuded total number of tenders received +
concentration of issuer public procurement market.
As for some issuers not all six indicators were available we scaled up the composite scores of issuers
with missing data to match that of the complete set of indicators.
The resulting composite indicator follows a close to normal distribution while having a slightly longer
tail to the right (Figure 16). This tail to the right represents those institutions who ranked close to
maximum on all six criteria hence where corruption risks are systematic and high. Note that there is
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no issuer which scored maximum in all six areas indicating that some indicators in fact may relate to
substitutive corruption strategies.

Figure 16. Distribution of issuers according to the broad corruption composite indicator,
2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

In order for allowing a more detailed analysis we also produced two sub-indicators of the above
corruption index where the first one relates to transparency broadly defined and looks at
characteristics of the tendering process; while the second one relates to the intensity or lack of
corruption and derives from the immediate outcomes of the procurement process. We followed the
same standardisation/rescaling of elementary indicators and created the composite indicators using
the following simple formulas:
Corruption_transparency =
proportion of procedures with below standard threshold application period +
proportion of using open call for tenders +
proportion of call for tenders published in the Official Bulletin;
Corruption_transparency =
proportion of contracts awarded when there was only one tenderer +
proportion tenders exuded total number of tenders received +
concentration of issuer public procurement market.
The resulting distributions are described by Figure 17 and Figure 18. Both of the distributions deviate
from normal distribution somewhat still they are deemed amenable for regression analysis.
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Figure 17. Distribution of issuers according to the transparency related corruption
composite indicator, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

Figure 18. Distribution of issuers according to the competition related corruption
composite indicator, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011
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4.1.5 Public sector efficiency
Public sector efficiency is notoriously difficult to measure in general, however, when it comes to
public procurement the standard logic of economic efficiency is more readily applicable. Hence, we
develop two proxies for efficiency at the institutional level: (1) price gain from competition and (2)
cost of procuring approximated by the wasted resources due to cancelled or failed procedures (for a
similar approach see Strand, Ramada, & Canton, 2011).
Price gain from competition can be calculated in two major ways. One relates to the difference
between estimated total costs and actual costs (see for example (Casais, 2009)) and the other
compares the maximum offer price with actual contract price. The first approach could only be
implemented with potential caveats because some estimated contract values are likely erroneous as
for example in a number of instances the estimated contract value was exactly the same as the
actual contract value to the last digit (e.g. 1233451) which may indicate that actual contract value
was simply copied in as estimated contract value too. We calculated the ratio of actual contract
value to estimated contract value where higher ratios mean loss of public money and lower ratios
imply price gains. The average ratios per issuer follow an approximate normal distribution after
excluding outliers with ratio higher than 3 (Figure 19).
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Figure 19. Distribution of issuers according to the average proportion of actual contract
value to estimated contract value, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

The second approach yielded an estimate of public money saved due to competition too, albeit it is a
more reliable measure due to the better reliability of underlying indicators. We calculated the
proportion of actual contract value to maximum offer price where 1 indicated that there was no
saving achieved, this is typically the case when there was only one tenderer. And figures smaller
than 1 indicate some degree of savings. Taking the two-year average of these proportions per issuer
we arrived at the below distribution (Figure 20). The obvious shortcoming of this approach is that we
cannot control for quality hence we have to assume that quality is either evenly distributed across
offers or that it is correlated with price. In the first case, our variable is a valid measure of cost
savings while in the second case it overestimates savings as quality loss is not factored in29.

29

Once we assume that issuers choose the lowest, but good enough quality offer then the loss in quality
between the chosen option and the most expensive option is indifferent, hence our indicator is valid.
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Figure 20. Distribution of issuers according to the average ratio of actual contract value to
maximum offer price, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

The third aspect of public sector efficiency considered here derives from the number of public
procurement procedures cancelled or failed. The ratio of cancelled or failed procedures to total
number of procedures conducted was calculated for each issuer.30 If this ratio was low it meant that
a public organisation procured without excessive costs of having to rerun a procedure or completely
abandon it. While a high ratio implies that a public organisation could only procure goods and
services at unnecessarily high costs. As most issuers managed to procure without any such waste of
public resources the distribution of this variable is very skewed (Figure 21).

30

The term procedure is used ambiguously in this sentence as cancellation or failure can refer to the whole
procedure or only parts of it, i.e. some of the planned contracts. We used the number of contracts as a basis in
our calculations for the sake of precision.
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Figure 21. Distribution of issuers according to the proportion of cancelled or failed
procedures within the total number of procedures, 2010-2011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

As the above indicators measure two different aspects of public sector efficiency it is worth
combining them into a composite indicator in order to arrive at a more encompassing measure.
After transforming the variables into a 0-1 scale where 0 means minimum efficiency and 1 means
maximum efficiency we simply added them up:
Efficiency = price gain from competition1 + price gain from competition2 + proportion of
cancelled procedures
The resulting composite indicator follows an approximate normal distribution (Figure 22).
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Figure 22. Distribution of issuers according to the efficiency composite indicator, 20102011

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

4.2 Indicators for enterprises
Following a similar logic to the indicator development for public institutions we also constructed two
elementary measures of corruption risks for enterprises. These two indicators are (1) share of public
procurement contract value to total net sales and (2) average number of competitors per company.
The share of total value of contracts awarded over total net annual sales (SPPNS) was calculated on a
per company basis for 2010 using the following formula:
Share of contract value to net sales =
Contract value awarded by company in 2010 / Company’s net turnover in 2010.
We suggest that the higher this ratio the higher the corruption risks (Figure 23). This is because
those companies whose annual turnover comes from public contracts are more dependent on the
public sector hence they have stronger motivation to corrupt public officials to secure their future
contracts.
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Figure 23. Distribution of share of awarded value by public procurement to net sales
(SPPNS < 200, 2010-2011, N = 3,910)

Source: PP, CR

Average number of tenders per awarded contract (NCP) has already been used above to indicate
corruption risks. Here, the other side of the coin was looked at and applied to the tenderers. Once
again, low number of competitors, especially only one competitor represents a corruption risk. For
the sake of clarity we present the distribution of competitor numbers per contract awarded (Figure
24).
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Figure 24. Distribution of sub-procedures according to number of competitors at the subprocedures (NCP < 50, 2010-2011, N = 25,644)

Source: PP
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5. Preliminary findings
The validity and reliability of the indicators developed above can be checked in basically three ways:
(1) matching them against external indicators and data which we know are valid and reliable; (2)
using robust theory to predict relationships between the new indicators and checking whether they
are at least partially or fully in accordance with expectations; and (3) looking at the internal
consistency of the indices, that is indicators expressing related phenomena should be strongly
related. We conduct the first two tests for the database on issuers and the third test for the data on
tenderers. While all this is only demonstration rather than proof, the data on tenderers is somewhat
more limited as the full population of winners could not be included in the analysis.

5.1. Checking public sector indicators against external data
There are two principal ways in which we imagine testing these indicators against external data. The
first cannot be systematically carried out here as it requires detailed case studies to reveal the
mechanisms behind each indicator and their relationships31. The second, can be showed here as the
State Audit Office of Hungary carried out a survey of public institutions in 2011 specifically focusing
on integrity and corruption risks (Szente, 2011). This work resulted in a composite indicator
summarizing corruption risks in each institution (KKT2) (Tóth & Szántó, 2011). Out of the 1095
institutions which responded to the questionnaire we could identify 210 institutions which awarded
at least 3 public procurement contracts throughout 2010-2011 out of which 209 had non-missing
value for the corruption composite indicator of the survey as well as our corruption indicator from
public procurement activities. This small sample allows for a limited comparison across our
corruption index and the survey’s corruption index developed according to internationally
recognised methodology (the model used originate from the Netherlands).
Bearing in mind that sample sizes are small, we calculated the simple Pearson linear correlation
coefficients for the composite integrity indicator of the State Audit Office and our three corruption
composite indicators (in all four cases higher values represent higher corruption risks) (Table 7). We
expect to see positive correlation coefficients. In fact, two out of four coefficients are positive while
the competition related corruption index is very weakly negatively related even though each of them
are only weakly significant. This is a remarkable relationship given the differences and imprecision of
the two measures. The State Audit Office’s indicator measures integrity-based corruption risks in
general such as lack of ethical codex in the organisation or lack of conflict of interest regulation
based on a survey of public organisations with the obvious caveat that corrupt institutions have a
high incentive to conceal their true behaviour and institutional norms. While our indicators
concentrate on objective signals of actual corrupt behaviour in public procurement only.

31

Nevertheless, we dispose of a great deal of anecdotal evidence, rich set of media reports of corrupt cases, as
well as some more structured interviews with practitioners.
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Table 7. Pearson correlation coefficients between the State Audit Office’s corruption
indicator and the three composite corruption indices of the public procurement database
KKT2

corr_proxy_brd

corr_trnsp

corr_nocomp

Pearson
1
.091
.128
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.188
.064
N
210
209
210
Pearson
corr_proxy_brd
1
.863
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
N
1399
1399
Pearson
corr_trnsp
1
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
1406
Pearson
corr_nocomp
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Source: PP (issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011) and (Tóth & Szántó, 2011)
KKT2

-.066
.345
209
.587
.000
1399
.114
.000
1404
1
1404

In order to better look into the relationship between the external data and our data we show the
scatterplot of the public procurement-based broad corruption indicator and the State Audit Office’s
integrity indicator (Figure 25). From this graph it seems that dispersion increases at higher values
potentially indicating increasing measurement problems which is to be expected as concealing
information in a survey becomes more desirable the more corrupt an organisation is. This view is
further supported by the fact that those organisations which refused to fill in the questionnaire
score slightly higher on average on the broad corruption indicator (2.35 versus 2.38).

Figure 25. Scatterplot of the public procurement-based broad corruption indicator and the
State Audit Office’s integrity indicator (N=209)

Source: PP (issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011) and (Tóth & Szántó, 2011)
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5.2 Checking public sector indicators’ internal consistency
A simple way of checking the validity of our new composite indicators is to set out expected
relationships among them based on robust and widely tested theories and check if the data are in
line with the expectations. As we created a few background variables, and composite indicators for
administrative capacity, corruption, and efficiency it is possible to utilize the theory developed in
section 1.1. Even though it must be noted that the direction of causality is contested by many
authors hence we do not claim any causal relationship at this stage of our research.
As an important methodological point, it must be highlighted that contrary to standard statistical
practice where significance levels are used as indicators of ‘acceptability’ of variables even when
data refers to the whole population, we only include significance levels in our tables out of
convention. The theory and practice of using significance testing is applicable for probability samples
which our data is clearly not (for a wider discussion of this methodological point see Ziliak &
McCloskey, 2007). Hence, our attention falls more heavily on magnitudes of impacts and deviations
from population averages conditioned on control variables.
A simple linear correlation measure (Pearson’s correlation) among key variables support our
expectations (Table 8). Relationships are significant albeit of small magnitude. This might be due to
non-linear relationships among them an issue worthy of further work. It is remarkable that the use
of EU funds is positively correlated with corruption as a whole while it weakly negatively correlates
with transparency related corruption while it is strongly and positively correlates with competition
related corruption.
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Table 8. Pearson correlation coefficients among composite indictors of efficiency,
administrative capacity, and corruption and the indicator of EU funds use, 2010-2011
eff_prox
y2

admincap_pro
xy

Pearson
1
.060
Correlation
eff_proxy2
Sig. (2.043
tailed)
N
1136
1135
Pearson
1
Correlation
admincap_
Sig. (2proxy
tailed)
N
1405
Pearson
Correlation
corr_proxy
Sig. (2_brd
tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
corr_trnsp
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
corr_noco
Sig. (2mp
tailed)
N
Pearson
Correlation
prop_eu
Sig. (2tailed)
N
Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

corr_proxy_b
rd

corr_trns
p

corr_noco
mp

prop_eu

-.205

-.101

-.237

-.079

.000

.001

.000

.015

1131

1136

1134

937

-.158

-.145

-.057

-.060

.000

.000

.034

.049

1398

1405

1403

1085

1

.863

.587

.067

.000

.000

.028

1399

1399

1083

1

.114

-.016

.000

.608

1404

1085

1

.173

1399

1406

.000
1404

1085
1

1085

A more sophisticated test of relationships among key variables is a linear regression setup where all
the indicators of interest are entered together with some control variables. As an outcome variable
efficiency seems to be the most adequate as we have a clear expectation about its relationship with
both corruption and administrative capacity. The control variables which we can use are type of
issuer, size of the settlement of issuer (this is a proxy for the size of the local market), and total
amount of contracts awarded (this is a proxy for experience with procuring). For each of these
variables descriptive statistics are provided below (Table 9) except for issuer type which can be
found in Table 6.
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Table 9. Descriptive statistics of variables used in regression, 2010-2011
eff_
proxy
N

Valid
Miss.

Mean
Std. Error of Mean

1136
270
1.71
0.0058

corr_proxy
_brd

corr_
trnsp

corr_
nocomp

admincap_
proxy

prop_
eu

Population

Sqr contr value
(million2)

1399

1406

1404

1405

1085

1199

1405

7

0

2

1

321

207

1

2.3802

1.3983

1.0007

.9421

.7319

27.80

11179368

.01740

.00984

.00095

.00892

1.38

3576209

.02002

Median

1.71

2.3611

1.4762

.9646

.9407

.8411

5.80

29045

Mode

.83

2.40

1.50

2.00

.94

1.00

130.09

4.94

.65231

.36864

.03563

.29367

47.80

134048222

Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Sum

.19771

.7489

.83

0.28

0.00

0.00

0.79

0.00

0.24

4.94

2.54

4.80

3.00

2.42

1.29

1.00

210.59

3478874990

3329.85

1966.02

1405.05

1323.65

794.07

33335.61

15707012942

1952.8

Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

Our strategy in building models enters only few variables at first and step by step increases the
number of variables until best model is achieved (Table 10); best model is defined not only by
degree of fit between the data and the model, but also by the ‘degree of fit’ between the theory and
the empirical model. We first regressed public sector efficiency on the corruption composite
indicator then on administrative capacity (models 1 and 2 in Table 10). Second, we entered the two
variables together with the qualification that administrative capacity was collapsed into three
dummy variables reflecting measurement error and for increasing explanatory power (model 3).
Then we also run the same regression, but this time using the two sub-indicators of corruption to
see the finer structure of corruption (model 4). Third, models 5-7 incorporate EU funds use, but
some of these regressions are instable, most likely, due to multicollinearity. That is EU funds impact
on corruption as well as administrative capacity making the separation of the individual effects
problematic. Model 5 only uses EU funds use without simultaneously entering corruption or
administrative capacity. Model 6 enters both corruption and administrative capacity alongside EU
funds use while model 7 does the same, but uses the two sub-indicators of corruption.
The overwhelming conclusion of these results is that we could show a consistent and sizeable
negative association between corruption and public sector efficiency. This means that high levels of
corruption are associated with low levels of efficiency throughout the Hungarian public sector. Even
though the relationship is less strong, administrative capacity is positively associated with public
sector efficiency. Interestingly, the intensity of EU funds use does not seem to be associated with
increased efficiency; on the contrary, lowest levels of EU funds use appear to score highest on
efficiency, while medium to maximum intensity of EU funds use are strongly associated with lower
efficiency.
In terms of magnitudes, administrative capacity appears to be the strongest predictor (about two
standard deviations in model 2), even though its association independent of other predictors is
somewhat unstable cautioning the reader in over-interpreting results. Among the corruption related
variables limits to competition have the strongest association with efficiency which is not a
surprising result. Intensity of EU funds use is associated with about half a standard deviation of the
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dependent variable in model 5. These findings are in line with hypotheses outlined in section 1.1.
with the exception of role of EU funds. However, the theoretical and empirical controversy
surrounding this relationship allows us to still lay trust in this indicator and the analysis using it.
While each of these models are rather preliminary, they lend some support to the validity of the
indicators developed and their usefulness for further theory building.

Table 10. Linear regression results, dependent variable: public sector efficiency
(encompassing version), 2010-2011
dependent var: efficiency
variable name/model
Constant
significance level
Corruption: broad indicator
significance level

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.85

1.32

1.84

1.86

1.79

1.88

1.92

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.06

-0.05

-0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

Corruption: transparency indicator
significance level
Corruption: competition indicator
significance level
Administrative capacity

-0.03

-0.02

0.00

0.07

-0.11

-0.11

0.00

0.00

0.41

significance level

0.04

dummy: Administrative capacity<0.91
significance level
dummy: Administrative capacity>0.97
significance level

-0.04

-0.04

-0.04

-0.04

0.24

0.21

0.30

0.24

0.04

0.05

0.02

0.03

0.09

0.05

dummy: 15%<Intensity of EU funds use<99%
significance level
dummy: Intensity of EU funds use=100%
significance level
Population (thousands)

0.36

0.24

-0.10

-0.08

-0.09

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.10

-0.07

-0.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.26

0.12

0.18

dummy: Issuer type: national (Ref.cat.:other)

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

0.01

0.00

0.00

significance level
dummy: Issuer type: regional, local
(Ref.cat.:other)
significance level

0.75

0.84

0.77

0.73

0.82

0.96

0.95

-0.02

-0.02

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

-0.01

0.57

0.54

0.61

0.59

0.79

0.84

0.85

total contract value-squared (million)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

significance level

0.21

0.20

0.20

0.22

0.08

0.10

0.10

Adjusted R-square

0.05

0.01

0.05

0.06

0.04

0.07

0.09

N
976
Source: PP, issuers with at least three contracts in 2010-2011

981

976

979

981

976

979

significance level

5.3 Checking enterprise indicator’s internal consistency
The above developed two indicators of corruption on enterprise level could be checked against each
other while controlling for other variables which would allow us to see if they can be used for
meaningful and interpretable analysis in the future. To this end, we first recoded them into three
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categories: (1) low (<33%), medium (>33% and <66%), and high (>66%) shares of public contract to
net sales ratio; and (2) 1-1.9, 2-3.9, and 4 or more competitors per contract on average per
company. The simple ordinal by ordinal measure of association shows a significant albeit moderate
degree of association (p=0.12) (Table 11). This means that higher dependency on public contracts is
associated with lower number of competitors; in other words weak competition is typically the
characteristic of companies who rely heavily on the state for their sales.

Table 11. Crosstabulation of share of public contract to net sales ratio and number of
competitors per contract on average per company, 2010
aszam1o

Total

Number of companies

ppsrate2o

1

2

3

1

995

539

415

1949

2

222

116

81

419

3

240

98

73

411

1457

753

569

2779

Total

Ordinal by ordinal measure of association
a

b

Value

Asymp. Std. Error

Approx. T

Approx. Sig.

-.083

.033

-2.512

.012

2779
a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
Source: PP, CR

A somewhat more sophisticated test of consistency of the two variables employs an ordinal logistic
regression set-up, where the three categories of the share of public contract value to net sales is
regressed on the three categories of number of competitors per contract on average per company
and a range of control variables. These are (1) the proportion of contracts won by the company
making use of EU funds, (2) age of company (in months), and (3) sector of the company32. Parameter
estimates are presented in Table 12. Overall model fit is acceptable although indicators of goodness
of fit range between 0.03 and 0.06. The test of parallel lines indicate that our model describes well
the differences across all categories of the dependent variable.
The most important variable for us, the average number of competitors, has the expected sign, but it
is only significant at the 6% significance level. Our results indicate that smaller number of
competitors is associated with higher dependency on the state even though the magnitude of
association is moderate. Interestingly, younger companies tend to rely on the state more than older
companies and construction sector enterprises are more dependent on public contracts than
services companies while the opposite is true for manufacturing enterprises. EU funds may have a
negative impact on the state-enterprise nexus: companies winning contracts using EU funds are
more likely to have high degree of dependence on the state. This claim is in sync with the above
statement regarding the negative association between EU funds and public sector efficiency.
32

A further variable was considered here: the size of company approximated by the number of employees.
This variable was included in regressions not reported. The results are qualitatively similar.
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Table 12. Ordered-logistic regression, dependent variable: ratio of total public contract
value to annual net sales, 2010, N=2659

Estimate

Std. Error

Wald

df

Sig.

Thres-

Ratio of contract value to sales<0.33

.794

.116

46.525

1

.000

hold

Ratio of contract value to sales between 0.33 and 0.66

1.608

.121

175.156

1

.000

Loca-

Age of company (months)

-.003

.000

34.329

1

.000

tion

Proportion of contracts using EU funds

.286

.077

13.956

1

.000

Avg. nr. of competitors=1-1.99

.179

.095

3.567

1

.059

Avg. nr. of competitors=2-3

.017

.106

.026

1

.872

Sector=agriculture

-.259

.376

.473

1

.492

Sector=manufacturing and utilities

-.804

.143

31.752

1

.000

Sector=construction

.289

.080

12.977

1

.000

Avg. nr. of competitors=4 or more (ref. cat.)

Sector=services (ref. cat.)
Link function: Negative Log-log.
Source: PP, CR

While above we presented some analyses which lend some support to the validity of our measures
of corruption as well as state capacity and public sector efficiency, it is imperative to collate the two
sides of the same coin, that is combine the findings of the enterprise level and public organisation
level analyses. In order to show the feasibility of such approach we added a corruption indicator to
the enterprise dataset expressing the simple average of the corruption composite indicator of public
organisations a company applied to. Simply repeating the same regression using the additional
variable we get the results highlighted in
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Table 13. The number of observations decreased because we only considered those companies
which won at least three contracts in order to assure that the average corruption proxy per company
is not driven by outliers. The overwhelming conclusion of the regression is that the impact of the
average corruption proxy swamps impacts of EU funds and number of competitors. The radical
change in these coefficients may very well be due to multicollinearity among corruption proxy, EU
funds use, and number of competitors. Higher average corruption scores are strongly and
significantly associated with higher dependency on public contracts, a finding in line with our
expectations and demonstrating that the issuer and tenderer sides of the coin can be fruitfully
combined.
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Table 13. Ordered-logistic regression, dependent variable: ratio of total public contract
value to annual net sales, 2010, N=640
Estimate

Std. Error

Wald

df

Sig.

Thres-

Ratio of contract value to sales<0.33

1.400

.465

9.079

1

.003

hold

Ratio of contract value to sales between 0.33 and 0.66

2.239

.471

22.623

1

.000

Loca-

Age of company (months)

-.003

.001

10.076

1

.002

tion

Proportion of contracts using EU funds

.233

.190

1.510

1

.219

Avg. corruption score of issuers

.080

.041

3.933

1

.047

Avg. nr. of competitors=1-1.99

.134

.201

.449

1

.503

Avg. nr. of competitors=2-3

-.254

.193

1.729

1

.188

Sector=agriculture

-.390

.990

.155

1

.694

Sector=manufacturing and utilities

-.974

.315

9.591

1

.002

Sector=construction

.619

.148

17.435

1

.000

Avg. nr. of competitors=4 or more (ref. cat.)

Sector=services (ref. cat.)
Link function: Negative Log-log.
Source: PP, CR
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6. Further work
The work presented so far is at a preliminary stage. Nevertheless, it was worth pointing out its
potential and demonstrate its capacities. Obviously, there is a great deal of work to be done to
improve the validity and reliability of the measures used here and also to improve the precision of
measures.
First, we envisage extending the Hungarian database in order to develop the full database as
described in section 2. This would not only allow for having a longer time series and looking into
changes of corruption indices over time, but would also make it possible to extend the range of
variables considered (e.g. frequency and magnitude of amending contracts after contract award).
Second, we believe it is necessary to conduct a great deal of detailed qualitative work (e.g. case
studies of public procurement cases) to fine-tune the quantitative indicators and to validate them.
Third, the proposed approach would prove to be more valuable if cross-country comparisons could
be made following similar methodology. This is a feasible option as was briefly demonstrated in
section 2.2. Finally, more detailed statistical work is needed to explore the stability of the above
findings and to further gather evidence on the validity and reliability of the composite indicators.
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